
LE CROISE-LAROCHE - 08 November 

Race 1 

1. CHELSEE - Has come up short in seven maidens. Unlikely to figure. 

2. KEEP AWAY - Fair 3L third over this trip at Saint-Cloud. This looks easier. Include. 

3. SPEED DES LANDES - Returns to turf after disappointing fifth at Pornichet (AW). Best watched. 

4. AUDITORIA - Fair runner-up in this class latest at Saint Cloud 3000m. Looks to be capable of winning. 

5. ANNODYME - Did not improve on second start so has to convince at this level. Others preferred. 

6. HALDO - Beaten 14L on debut at Cholet. Needs sharp progress. 

7. TRUE TIGER - Unraced Jukebox Jury gelding. Watch the market. 

8. VALAMIX - Huge defeats in two runs. Easily opposed. 

9. SCENARIO - 10L fifth at this level latest at Clairefontaine 2400m. Does not appear to be progressing. Best ignored. 

10. DARIO MIO - 9L sixth on debut. Needs to step forward significantly. 

11. MA ROCK STAR - Beaten 31L on first start. Look elsewhere. 

12. ECATERINA - Yet to find any worthwhile form in five starts. Best watched. 

Summary 

AUDITORIA (4) might have more to give following a sound runner up effort in this class. Capable of winning soon. KEEP 

AWAY (2) was a fair 3L third over this trip at Saint Cloud. This looks easier. Serious chance. A step forward is required 

from SPEED DES LANDES (3) after a disappointing effort on the AW at Pornichet in latest. Return to turf may bring 

about improvement. TRUE TIGER (7) is worthy of attention on debut in a modest contest. 

Selections 

AUDITORIA (4) - KEEP AWAY (2) - SPEED DES LANDES (3) - TRUE TIGER (7)  



Race 2 

1. KIROZ - Impressive 15L winner at Cholet. Up in grade and distance but must have serious claims after sharp 

improvement. 

2. COMMANDEUR - Yet to win in 17 starts. Could be one for a place on best form shown this season. 

3. ALL PRINCE - Showed more last time at a country track but overall profile is patchy. Others hold better chances. 

4. VISIONARY DREAMER - 5L third at Nancy 2950m. Capable if on song but minor role likely. 

5. BUNOOK - Was successful at this distance two starts back but could not repeat upped into this class. Keep in mind 

for a place. 

6. SICAIRE - 21L defeat at Saint-Cloud over 2400m does not inspire. Best watched. 

7. CHARLES LEGEND - Narrow scorer in claiming event two starts back. This looks tougher. 

8. RESOUDJA - Heavy defeats on all three starts. Opposed. 

9. FIVE BY FIVE - 3L fourth at this trip before impressive 6L victory at Nantes. Put a line through last effort. Each way 

chance. 

10. RAJSAPOUR - Found consistency since returning but good deal more required to be in the frame. 

11. STUNNING PEARL - Neck runner-up in similar contest latest was a fair effort. Could play a part in the finish. 

12. TSUKI - 26L ninth over 2000m at Longchamp two weeks ago. No substantial form to indicate much chance. 

Summary 

KIROZ (1) impressed when winning by 15L in a slightly lower level than this at Cholet. Must prove capable in this 

stronger event but looks a key player based on that form. FIVE BY FIVE (9) rates an each way chance judging on a 3L 

fourth over this trip before an impressive 6L victory at Nantes. Can be forgiven below par effort in latest. BUNOOK (5) 

is a danger now returning to the form shown two starts back. Do not underestimate. STUNNING PEARL (11) was a 

neck runner up in a similar contest and may secure a placing. 

Selections 

KIROZ (1) - FIVE BY FIVE (9) - BUNOOK (5) - STUNNING PEARL (11)  



Race 3 

1. NAOUSA - 14th at Chantilly last time. Set for minor role. 

2. MY ROMEO - Beaten 9L in Dieppe claimer on return. Unlikely to pose threat. 

3. GRAY ANGEL - Four wide margin defeats thus far. Easily dismissed. 

4. AHMED PRIDE - Show fair form over similar trips in this grade. Capable of each-way role. 

5. GALENA - Drops in class following heavy defeat at Saint-Cloud in September. May need this after absence. 

6. VIVALTA - Just one placed effort in 17 runs. Look elsewhere. 

7. REINE DES BOIS - 6L fifth when last on the flat. Needs more to warrant support. 

8. DEMOISELLEDAVIGNON - Has to improve considerably on second start since resuming following 42L eighth at 

Nancy. 

9. ROUGE A SANG - 3L fifth in a higher grade two starts back reads well. Player. 

10. ACTION PARFAITE - Recent 45L ninth at Nancy does not give hope of a good effort this time. 

11. SUN DE L'ORME - Beaten out of sight in last four starts. Look elsewhere. 

Summary 

ROUGE A SANG (9) finds an excellent opportunity. Finished 3L fifth in a higher grade two starts back which reads well 

in this contest. Player. AHMED PRIDE (4) previously indicated talent over similar trips in this grade. Capable of playing 

a role. GALENA (5) and REINE DES BOIS (7) both hold bits and pieces of reasonable form however are inconsistent. 

Look set for minor placings. 

Selections 

ROUGE A SANG (9) - AHMED PRIDE (4) - GALENA (5) - REINE DES BOIS (7)  



Race 4 

1. JOAO - Only beaten 2L in each of previous two runs. Could benefit on dropping in class. 

2. ECHO NIKO - Needs to bounce back after disappointing 29L defeat at Pornichet last month. Not discounted. 

3. CONIL ANDALUCIA - 5L fourth on return before 21L last of 11 at Strasbourg. Others preferred. 

4. MANGAN - Moderate standard set in two claimers last month. Needs improvement. 

5. BLUE CALANQUE - No show in last four starts. Look elsewhere. 

6. ALPENGEIST - Yet to win in nine starts. Hard to recommend. 

7. AREL NOVA - Beaten 26L over this distance at Evreux. Unlikely to pose a serious threat. 

8. GRAAL - Beaten out of sight in two starts. Best watched. 

9. VICTOCHOP - Thoroughly regressive since debut win. Hard to make a case for. 

10. CHECKED OUT - Not showing any worthwhile form. Ignored. 

11. AMARIGOOD - Unraced Amarillo filly. Look to the market for clues. 

12. ORPANAMA DAVIS - Yet to score in seven attempts. Set to play a minor role. 

Summary 

JOAO (1) was only beaten 2L in each of latest two attempts. Could benefit for drop in class. Finds a good opportunity. 

ECHO NIKO (2) won on debut. Needs to bounce back after a disappointing 29L defeat at Pornichet. Could have more 

to offer after just two starts. Include. MANGAN (4) maintains fair form in claimers suggesting a placing is within reach. 

AMARIGOOD (11) is a yet to race Amarillo filly. Look to the market for clues. 

Selections 

JOAO (1) - ECHO NIKO (2) - MANGAN (4) - AMARIGOOD (11)  



Race 5 

1. ON THE SEA - Improved effort when 1L fourth in stronger contest at Deauville. Good opportunity down in class but 

up in distance. 

2. CLOUD DANCER - Lyon-Parilly scorer two starts back before seventh at Chantilly. In the mix on best form. 

3. BAGEL - 2L winner in this grade prior to being outclassed in Longchamp 2100m class 2. Could bounce back on 

return. 

4. AIKIDO GAME - Needs to progress following debut victory in minor event. Unexposed and holds a chance. 

5. SEPTEMS - One win from 22 starts. Fifth here three days ago is not up to required standard. 

6. URLUCC - Yet to fire at this level this campaign. Look elsewhere. 

7. LUCKY FRIEND - 4L winner at Munich on second start. Each-way shot with potential of improvement. 

8. NICE TO SEE YOU - Needs to improve considerably for comeback run at Deauville (AW) last month. 

9. DARTAGNAN D'AZUR - Takes a big drop in class following below par efforts in Listed races. Could play a part in 

the finish. 

10. ESSON - Dropping in grade but has not inspired for a long time. Best watched. 

11. LAVINIA - Did not come forward on second start over 1500m at Mons (AW) end of September. Others look better 

options. 

Summary 

LUCKY FRIEND (7) delivered a 4L win at Munich on second start. With progress to come rates a strong chance. ON 

THE SEA (1) is expected to feature after an improved effort when 1L fourth in a stronger contest at Deauville. Stepping 

up in trip plus getting a drop in class are the key factors which may yield a big performance. DARTAGNAN D'AZUR (9) 

could place as dropping in grade. AIKIDO GAME (4) won a modest event on debut but is unexposed. Include. 

Selections 

LUCKY FRIEND (7) - ON THE SEA (1) - DARTAGNAN D'AZUR (9) - AIKIDO GAME (4)  



Race 6 

1. GAETANO DONIZETTI - Dropping in grade after below par efforts. Needs sharp progress to feature. 

2. PERVIY - 7L 11th in Saint Cloud handicap over 1600m (good) in September. Prepared to overlook. 

3. BERLIN CALLING - Steps up in distance following sixth in similar contest at Amiens. Do not discount. 

4. LAND OF FIRE - Went close over course and distance last month. Keep on side. Contender. 

5. ADMIRE FUJI - Two poor recent efforts offer little hope here. 

6. JASNIN - Head runner up at Lyon-la-Soie over this distance latest. Not one to trust. Best watched. 

7. SNOWY SUNDAY - Third start since absence. Finished third at Compiegne two starts ago. Look for a place. 

8. LAVINIA ROSE - Has performed better than finishing positions suggest lately. Each-way option. 

Summary 

LAND OF FIRE (4) went close at course and distance. Definitely keep on side in this modest event. Contender. BERLIN 

CALLING (3) is one to note going up in distance after finishing sixth in a similar contest at Amiens. Do not discount. 

Each way option. LAVINIA ROSE (8) is another who might have a bold each way chance as is performing better than 

finishing positions suggest of late. SNOWY SUNDAY (7) could be at peak fitness on third start since resuming. 

Selections 

LAND OF FIRE (4) - BERLIN CALLING (3) - LAVINIA ROSE (8) - SNOWY SUNDAY (7)  



Race 7 

1. LEGAL RIGHTS - Ultra consistent at this level including two neck victories in last four starts. Huge player. 

2. NORDIC OAK - Sixth in a stronger claimer at Clairefontaine 2200m two weeks ago. Look for improvement. 

3. VALHAIE - Nothing in three starts to suggest a good run is expected. 

4. MASTERPOWER - Heavy defeat on debut. Need sharp improvement. 

5. AKYO - 2L defeat in this grade three starts back. Others have more obvious claims. 

6. AMAN - Searching for first victory after 10 starts. Unlikely to play a part in the finish. 

7. LITTLE LIE - Heavy debut defeat at Chantilly AW when 20L last of ten in March. Best ignored. 

8. STORMY NIGHT - Fared better with 2L third in Nancy claimer on last effort. Could sneak a place. 

9. JUST LADY - Unplaced in all five starts. Impossible to recommend. 

10. PERISTERA - Runner-up on last two starts in this grade. Each way candidate. 

11. CHEERLEADER - Runner-up in three out last four at this level. Ability to be in the frame. 

Summary 

LEGAL RIGHTS (1) may land a third victory. Consistent at this level including two neck victories in past four starts. Huge 

player. NORDIC OAK (2) might prove a danger. Ran sixth in a stronger claimer at Clairefontaine two weeks ago. Look 

for improvement. CHEERLEADER (11) holds ability. Runner-up in three of the past four outings at this level. Place 

contender. The consistent PERISTERA (10) also holds each way hope. 

Selections 

LEGAL RIGHTS (1) - NORDIC OAK (2) - CHEERLEADER (11) - PERISTERA (10)  



Race 8 

1. JACKSUN - 4L sixth in a much stronger contest at Longchamp 2400m latest. Look for improvement. Key player. 

2. DAWN RACER - Improved from first run but that form should not be up to winning this. Capable of making the frame 

though. 

3. GOLDAYAR - Out of form hurdler who is readily opposed after heavy defeats this campaign. 

4. KARAK - Nose runner-up in a Vichy 2000m claimer in August. Four time winner who could sneak into a place. 

5. DANILEO - Beaten a long way in previous three runs. Not likely. 

6. ALACOVIA - Showed little on reappearance to suggest any chance here. 

7. WE LOVE - Beaten out of sight in last two runs at this level. Tough task. 

Summary 

JACKSUN (1) looks to have a great opportunity to get back to winning ways. A 4L sixth in a much stronger contest at 

Longchamp reads well. Open to improvement. Key player. KARAK (4) was a nose runner up over 2000m in a Vichy 

claimer in August. A four time winner who could find the necessary progress to reward each way supporters. DAWN 

RACER (2) is capable of making the frame on first start for a new yard. GOLDAYAR (3) holds some good form a long 

time ago but may be able to challenge for a minor role. 

Selections 

JACKSUN (1) - KARAK (4) - DAWN RACER (2) - GOLDAYAR (3) 


